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Abstract-A model of population growth IS developed which allows for conslderatlon of both age and 
spatial effects The mortahty and ferhhty processes of the population are allowed to depend nonlinearly 
upon the age structure, and the population IS allowed to diffuse randomly m a spatial region The 
problem IS studied abstractly as an evolutton equation m a Banach space of density fun&Ions The 
problems mvestlgated are existence and umqueness of solutions, contmuous dependence upon vanations 
m the mortahty and fertdlty functions, and contmuous dependence upon the mitral population dlstnbutton 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been conslderable interest in the theory of nonlinear age-dependent 
population dynamics This research was initiated m 1974 by Gurtm and MacCamy, and sub- 
sequently developed by many researchers (we refer the reader to the references for some of 
the relevant works) One direction of this research effort has been to incorporate spatial effects, 
and speclflcally, diffusive processes mto the models Diffusive age structured populations have 
been studied in both cases of linear and nonlinear diffusion In the present study our ObJective 
1s to contmue the development of age-dependent population dynamics with linear, that is, 
random spatial diffusion processes Such diffusion processes are applicable to many biological 
populations, including populations of microorganisms such as bactena or cells 
In the class of problems which we study the population 1s represented by a density function 
l(t, a) with respect o age a at time t The spatial vanable 1s incorporated mto this density 
function by allowing the density to assume values m a Banach space of functions defined on 
a given spatial region We mention that m some applications the vanable a can represent size 
or some other property of an mdlvldual member of the population other than age 
In our model it 1s assumed that the expression 
; (f(t + h, a + h) - f(t, a)) 
represents the average change m the density m the time interval [t, t + h] and that the hn-ut 
D&t, a) = Fly i (f(t + h, a + h) - f(t, a)) (1 1) 
exists It 1s also assumed that the limit m (1 1) is proportional to the density m the sense that 
D&t, a) = d&t, a) - p(u, P(t))f(t, a) (1 2) 
where A 1s the Laplaclan (or some other dlffuslon operator) with appropnate boundary condltlons 
in the given spatial region, p 1s the age and density-dependent mortahty modulus, and 
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P(r) = Jg l(t, a)da IS the total population at time r In addition to the dynamic equation (1 2) 
we require the mltlal and boundary conditions 
&O, a) = p,(a) for LIZ0 (1 3) 
and 
In (1 3) the function rp represents the mltlal age dlstrlbutlon of the population, which IS assumed 
known In (1 4) /? IS the age and density dependent femhty modulus, which 1s assumed to 
govern the input of newborns 
In this paper we shall study the problem (1 2), (1 3), (1 4) m an abstract context In fact, 
our formulation of the problem will allow more general dlffuslon and mortality processes than 
those m (1 2) and more general buth processes than those m (I 4) The plan of the paper IS 
as follows In Section 2 we shall formulate the problem m a general framework and investigate 
various concepts of solutions In pamcular we Introduce the notion of weak solutions and study 
their properties In Section 3 we present existence and uniqueness results, while m Sectlon 4 
we study contmuous dependence of the solutions upon vanations in the mortality and buth 
functions, the dlffuslon process, and the mltlal data In a forthcommg paper we shall study the 
quahtatlve behavior of the solutions 
2 THE CONCEPTS OF SOLUTIONS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 1 1 (in which the dlffuslon takes place) and let A be 
the mfimteslmal generator of a linear Co-semlgroup erA, f 2 0 Usually, for example, A might 
stand for the Laplaclan dctmg m a bounded region D with certain boundary condltlons Let s 
be a function space of X-valued functions defined on [0, m) Given mappings F ;“r -+ X and 
G 3 ---, ;F. as well as u, E 8 we consider the followmg problem 
Dltt, a) = Altt, a) + Gtl(t, ))(a), for t > 0, a 2 0, (2 1) 
Kt, 0) = F(ltf, I), for a 2 0, (2 2) 
m a) = P(U), for t>O (2 3) 
DEFINITION 2 1 
A function 1 [0, t,) X [0, “) * X IS called a strong solution of (2 l)-(2 3) on [0, t,) if 
(I) both 1 and D1 are contmuous mappmgs from [0, r,) x [0, x) to X, (11) I(t, a) E Dam (A) 
for all (t, a) E [O, t,) X [O, p), and (iii) 1 satisfies (2 I)-(2 3) for all (t, a) E [0, t,) x [0, 
m) 
The concept of strong solution IS quite reqtrlctlve, as will be explamed m Remark 2 2 
below, and we therefore introduce mild solutions for (2 1)-(2 3) The experienced reader will 
soon discover the slmllanty with mild solutions associated with abstract Cauchy problems We 
shall need the following hypothesis 
(HI) The function 1 [0, t,) x [0, p) ---, x \atlsfles 
(I) for all c E [0, ~0) the mappmg s -+.G(f(s, ))(s + c) IS integrable on [0, t,), and 
(II) for all c E ( - t,, 0) the mappmg s -+ G(l(s, ))(s + L) IS Integrable on [ -c, t,) 
Integrating (2 I)-(2 3) along the charactenstlc curves a - f = C, L E ( - t, , TJ) of a Strong 
solution on [O, t,), we now denve the formulas for mild solutions For fixed c E ( - fl, a) we 
set w(t) = &t, I + C) for r E [max (-c, 0), t,) With a = t + L one obtams from (2 1) for 
t E [max ( -c, 0), t,) the equation 
D&t, t + c) = Al(t, t + c) + G(ltt, ))(t + c) (2 4) 
and further 
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w(t) = Aw(t) + G(w(t, ))(t + c) (2 5) 
Notlce that t + w(t) IS contmuous, and moreover that e “-“A~(~) 1s dlfferentlable with respect 
to s E [max ( -L, 0), t,) as a consequence of I bemg a strong solution of (2 I)-(2 3) Indeed 
$ (eC’-sMw(s)) = -Ae(‘-‘)$(s) + ecrmsfl -$ w(s) 
(2 6) 
=e o-“~ G(w(s, -))(s + c), 
for s E [max (-L, 0), t) and t E [max (-c, O), t,) 
We first study the case c 2 0 Clearly w(O) = I(0, c) = 1(0, a - t) = (o(a - t) As- 
summg (Hl) we may integrate (2 6) from 0 to t and obtain 
w(f) = erAw(0) + I ’ ecresfl G(w(s, ))(s + C) ds 0
As a consequence the followmg representation formula holds for 1 
l(t, a) = e’A (~(a - I) + ’ e”-“M G(l(s, ))(s + a - I) ds, 
(2 7) 
(2 8) 
fora - tzOandOsr<t, Incasec<Owemtegrate(26)from -ctottoget 
w(r) = e(r+c)A w( -c) + ecresM G(w(s, ))(s + c) ds 
for -c 5 t < t,, or equivalently 
l(t, a) = e* F&t - a, ) + elrmsJA G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds (2 9) 
These simple calculations prompt the following defimtlon 
DEFINITION 2 2 
A function 1 [0, t,) x [0, 33) which satisfies (Hl) and for which 
l(t, a) = e& Fl(t - a, ) + 
I 
’ e(r-s)A G(l(s, )) 
r-0 I 
e’A cp(a _ t) + 
i 
’ e(r-sM G(Ks, ))(s + a - f) ds, for a - t S- 0, 
0 
x (s + a - t) d.T, for U_f<O, 
holds for all (2, a) E [0, t,) X [0, m), is called mdd solunon of (2 1) - (2 3) on [0, t,) 
Just as m the last defmltlon we shall frequently not repeat the sets m which c1 and c may 
vary, if this 1s clear from the context 
To develop the concept of weak solutions we need additional notation For I [0, t,) x [0, 
to) + X and v E X*, the dual of X, we define 
W(f3 a), 4 = Fq ; (I(2 + h, a + h) - I(t, a), v), 
wherever this limit exists 
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Let t, > 0 A function 1 [0, t,) x [0, ) x + X is called weak solutzon of (2 l)-(2 3) on 
[O, 4) If 
(I) l(t, *) E Dom F and f(t, ) E Dom G for almost every t E [0, t,), 
(11) s + l(s, s + c) E C(0, r,, X) for all c E [0, x), and s + I(s, s -I- c) E C( -c, t,, 
X) for all c E (-t,, 0), 
(111) 1satisfies (Hl), 
(IV) for each v E Dom (A*) the denvatlve 0(&r, a), v) exists almost everywhere along 
every charactenstlc curve of the form a - I = c, c E R, 
(v) whenever D(I(t, a), v) exists it satisfies 
o(ht, a)> v) = t&t, a), A*vj + (Gtltt, ))(a>, v), 
and 
WA a) = rp(u), for uro 
I(t, 0) = Fl(t, ) for O<t<t, 
Note that (+0-(v) are introduced to make (v) more meaningful 
THEOREM 2 1 
Let r, > 0 A function I [0, t,) x [0, ) p -+ X IS a weak solution of (2 l)-(2 3) if and 
only If 1 IS a mild solution of (2 1)-(2 3) 
Proof The proof of this theorem 1s stmkr m some respects to the proof of the equivalence 
between mild and weak solutions of abstract Cauchy problems[l] It ~111 be given m three 
steps 
Srep 1 (Necessity) Assume that 11s a mild solution of (2 l)-(2 3) Then an easy calculation 
shows that s ---, l(s, s + c) 1s a contmuous function on [0, r,) in case c 2 0 and on [-c, t,) 
for c < 0, respectively Thus (n) m Defimtton 2 3 holds and (I), (111) are tnvlally satisfied 
We shall now demonstrate (IV) and (v) First let a 2 t and choose, without loss of generality, 
h > 0 Then for every v E Dom (A*) 
i (l(t + h, a + h) - l(t, a), v) = i (e”+hMq(u - t) - erA q(u - t), v) 
e(r+s-hfi G(l(s, ))(s + u - t) dr 
- 
i 
’ e(‘-rvr G(l(s, ))(s + u - t) ds, v 
0 > 
= (e%p(u - t), t ((e”)*v - v)) 
r+h 
e(r+h-s)A G(l(s, ))(s + u - t) ds, v 
+ ecrmrM G(l(s, ))(s + a - I) ds, i ((eh”)*v - v) 
> 
(2 10) 
Using the fact that A* 1s the w*-mfimtes~mal generator of (erA)* ([2], p 49) we find that 
Iim e”‘q7(u - t), t ((e”)*v - v) 
> 
= (e”cp(a - t), A*v) 
hi0 
(2 11) 
and 
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e(r-s)A G(l(s, ))(s + a - r) ds, i ((e”)*v - v) 
> 
= ’ e(tmsy( G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, A*v 
> 
, (2 12) 
for each pair (t, a) E [0, t,) x [0, “) Now let us define the family of functions 
w,(s) = G(&s, ))(s + c) 
for s E [max (0, - c), t,) and each c E ( - t,, w) Smce w,( ) 1s integrable as a consequence 
of (Hl), there exists a set E, of measure zero such that all points m (max (0, -c), t,)\E, are 
Lebesgue points of w, FIX c E [0, 03) and let t be a correspondmg Lebesgue point of w, 
Then we obtain for a = c + I 
e(r+k-s~G(l(s, ))(s + c) ds, v 
r+k 
e(r+k-sY\wc(s) ds, v 
= (w,(t), 4 = (G(@, ))(t + ~1, 4 = KW, ))(a), 4 (2 13) 
Inserting equations (2 1 I)-(2 13) m (2 10) yields 
hm (I(t + h, a + h) - l(t, a), v) = (e”‘rp(u - r), A*v) 
b0 
(1 
’ + (G(&t, ))(a), 4 + e(‘-sMG(Z(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, A*v 
0 > 
= (4~ a), A*4 + (GM& ))(a), 4, (2 14) 
for all (t, a) m F, = {(t, t + c)lr $ EC} 
Clearly the set {(t, t + c)jr E [c, r,)}\F, IS of measure zero as a subset of {(t, t + c) t E R} 
For a < t we obtam similarly for v E Dom (A*) 
k (I(t + h, u + h) - l(t, a), v) = i ((e” - I) e”Fl(t - a, ), v) 
(1 r+k e(r+k-s)G(I(s, ))(s + a - t) ds -* 
I 
- 
I 
e(‘-x)AG(l(s, ))(s + a - f) ds, v) 
r-0 
= e*Fl(t - a, ), i ((e”)*v - v) 
> 
1 
0 
I+k 
+ h, 
e(‘+k-s~G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, v 
> 
+ e”-““G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, i ((e”)*v - v) 
> 
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As before we argue that II(&t, a), v) exists for all (1, a) E {(t, t + c)lt Ef E,}, where now 
c E ( -30, 0] and for these pau-s (t, a) we have 
D(&t, a), v) = (e”Fl(t - a, ), A*v) 
+ ’ (1 e(r-slAG(l(s, ))(s + a - t) dr, A*v > + (G(W, ))(a), 4 r-L7 
= Mt, 44 + (G(&t, ))(a), 4 (2 15) 
From (2 14), (2 15) together with (2 8), (2 9) evaluated along t = 0 and a = 0, respectively, 
we obtain (IV) and (v) of Defimtlon 2 3 
Step 2 (Umqueness) We will venfy a certam type of uniqueness result next Let f(t, a) 
be a weak solution on [0, t,) of (2 l)-(2 3) and assume that there exists a possibly different 
function I(?, a) on [0, t,) x [0, co), which 1s a weak soiutlon of 
Di(t, a) = Ai(t, a) + G(l(t, ))(a), (2 16) 
and 
i(0, U) = z(o,u), for a 2 0, 12 17) 
i(t, 0) = ~/(t, 1, for t>O (2 18) 
Of course, we have to adJust the notlon of weak solution slightly by requirmg the 5 satisfies 
only (ii), (iv) and (v) of Defimtlon 2 3 We will show that 1 comcldes with 1 on [0, t,) X [0, 
m) For this we define w(t, a) = l(t, a) - i(t, a) on [0, t,) x [0, m) Clearly w 1s a weak 
solution of 
Dw(t, a) = Aw(t, a), for a L 0, t > 0, (2 19) 
and 
w(0, a) = 0, for a 2 0, (2 20) 
w(t, 0) = 0, for t>O (2 21) 
For some fixed c > 0 we define the contmuous function p,(t) = w(t, t + c) for t E [0, t,) 
Then for each v E Dom A* we have $ (p,(t), v) = (p,(t), A*v) for almost all t E [0, t,), 
p,(O) = 0 Hence @Jr), v) = (_& p,(s) ds, A*v), for all v E Dom (A*) and all t E [0, t,) 
Smce A IS closed this lmphes ([lo, p 1271) & p(s) ds E Dom (A) and 
z(t) = AZ(~), (2 22) 
where z(t) = _&p,(s) ds, t E [0, t,) Smce z = 0 is the umque solution of (2 22) with z(0) =_O, 
and since pc IS contmuous, It follows that p,(t) = 0 on [0, t,) This lmpltes that l(t, a) = f(t, 
a) for all a z I, and all t E [0, t,) In order to treat the case t 5 a we Inspect (2 19) = (2 21) 
alongthelmest = a + cfor0 < c < t,anddefmep’(u) = w(u + c,u)forO 5 a < t, - c 
Then we obtam for all v E Dom (A*) 
$ (p’(a), v) = (p‘(a), A*v), p’(O) = 0 
With the same reasonmg as used above we fmd that w(u + c, a) = p‘(a) = 0 on [O, t, - C) 
This lmphes that f(r, a) = i(t, a) for t I a and ends the venficatlon of step 2 
Step 3 (Sufflclency) Let f(t, a) be a weak solution of (2 I)-(2 3) on [0, t,) and define 
for t E [0, t,) 
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@t, a) = e"'Fl(t - a, ) + 
I 
’ e(‘-S)AG(l(s, )) 
I-U 1 I 
I 
e%q(a - r) + e(‘-SMG(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, for a 2 t, 
0 
x (s + a - t) ds, for act (2 23) 
It follows from the defimtlon of weak solution that 5 1s well defined Moreover, Just as in step 
1, we see that for each v E Dom (A*), 
o(ict, a), 4 = 00, a), A*4 + (GW, ))(a), 4, (2 24) 
and 
i(0, a) =&a), 
i(t, 0) = Fl(t - a, ), 
with (2 24) holding almost everywhere along each charactenstlc urve u - t = c (compare 
Definition 2 2 (iv)) Step 2 lmplles that 1 and 1 comclde (as weak solutions) so that by (2 23) 
11s a mild solution of (2 l)-(2 3) on [0, t,), as claimed 
Remark 2 1 If m (H 1) and Definition 2 3 (in) the mtegrablhty condltlon 1s replaced by 
a contmulty assumption, then (iv) and (v) of Definition 2 3 can be required to hold for all (t, 
a) E [0, tl) X [0, 03) This can be seen by a quick mspectlon of the proof of step 1 
Remark 2 2 From the above analysis It becomes apparent that along the charactenstlc 
curves a - t = c the solution of (2 1)-(2 3) behaves quite similar to the solution of an abstract 
Cauchy problem To appreciate the generality of mild solutions over strong solutions we can 
therefore appeal to the related question m the theory of abstract Cauchy problems[22, p 2961 
The standard condltlons from this theory would suggest that A would have to be the generator 
of an analytic semlgroup or that t + G(l(t, ))(t + c) would have to be Holder contmuous to 
guarantee that a mild solution was a strong one We shall not proceed m studying this question 
Remark 2 3 If ;F: 1s chosen as one of the usual Lebesgue spaces of equivalence classes 
of functions (so that q 1s a class of functions rather than a smgle function) then a few changes 
will be required We point out Just some of them (2 8) and (2 9) should hold almost everywhere 
m product measure on [0, t,) x [0, m) Slmllarly the equation m Definition 2 2 should hold 
almost everywhere on [0, t,) x [0, w) and the boundary and mltlal condltlon m Definition 
2 3(v) almost everywhere m [0, a~) and [O, t,), respectively 
3 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
We now study the existence and uniqueness theory for the problem (2 I)-(2 3) For this 
purpose we must specify the function space 3 There are several suitable choices for ;F One 
useful choice 1s L’(0, ~0, X) with the usual L’-norm This choice 1s natural m that the L’-norm 
has a natural physical meaning as the total number of the population For certain purposes, 
however, it 1s desirable to consider densities which are also contmuous Accordmgly, we wl!l 
choose as our setting a Banach space of X-valued functions which are both integrable and 
continuous 
Let BC(0, m, X) be the Banach space of all X-valued, bounded, and uniformly contmuous 
functions endowed with the supremum norm Set 3 = BC(0, 03, X) n Ll(O, m, X) with norm 
Ilqll = max ([IPII~I, lp,llac) For the estimates we will need we introduce equivalent norms on 
2 given by IIPII~ = max (I~PIL~~ cllq&-) for 0 < c 5 1 Notice that Il~llc 5 Ilpll I (llc)ll~,llc for 
O<cSl 
We impose the followmg hypotheses 
(H2) A is the mfunteslmal generator of a Co-semigroup eA’, f 2 0 in X Without loss of 
generality we assume that IleA’IIX I 1 for all t L 0 
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(H3) F maps ;i; into X and satisfies F(0) = 0 and there 1s an mcreasmg function c, [0, 
a) + [O, “) so that IF(rp,) - F(p,)l 5 c,(r)l)rp, - v)~II~~ for all v,. v)? E (7 such that 
II~)IIIL~~ Ilc&~ 5 r 
(H4) G maps 2 mto 2 and satisfies G(0) = 0 and there IS an mcreasmg function cz [0, 
p) * [O, m) so that IIG(lp,) - G(p,)/( 5 cz(r))/yl, - pzll for all q,, (o? E (7 such that 
IhIL Ihll 5 r 
The basic result 1s 
PROPOSITION 3 1 
Let (H2)-(H4) hold and let up E 3 be such that ~(0) = F(q) Then there extsts a T > 0 
and a unique contmuous functton 1 [0, r] + 2 such that 1 satisfies 
&t, a) = I 
’ eA”F(l(t - a, )) + 
i 
eA”-“G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds, OSaSt, 
I--u 
eA’q7(a - t) + 
I 
’ eA(‘-s)G(f(s, ))(s + a - t) dr, azt 
0 
(3 I) 
Proof We fix an r > 0 so that Ilqll I i and choose c E (0, r] such that c c, (r) < I Let 
T be such that 
T c,(r) + A c2 L 
C 01 C 
and 
c c,(r) + Tc2 
(3 2) 
(3 3) 
Let A4 denote the closed subset of C(0, T, 3) defined by 
M = (1 E CtO, T, ;F> 80, ) = v, and sup ML )II, 5 4 (3 4) 
OSrrT 
Our ObJective is to treat (3 1) as a fixed point equatton m M To thus end we define a mappmg 
K on M as follows for 1 E M, 0 5 t 5 T put 
eA”F(l(t - a, )) + 
I 
a eA’“-“G(l(s + t - a, ))(a) ds, Ola<t 
K&r, a) = 
0 
I 
” e%p(a - t) + eA’“-“‘G(l(s + t - a, ))(a) ds, u>t 
u--l 
We first note that for fixed f E [0, T], K&t, ) IS umforrnly continuous m a, smce v(O) = F(q), 
the shift v + ~(a - t) IS umforrnly contmuous m a for a 2 f, G&s, ))(s + a - t) IS um- 
formly contmuous m a for a 2 t, and finally fi &I’-“‘G&s, ))(s + a - t) d.s IS umforrnly 
continuous m a for a 2 t 
We next venfy that Kl(t, ) E L’ and IIKl(t, )ILi - < r In fact, for 1 E M and t E [0, T] (3 2) 
implies that 
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+ I( da I - (rp(u - t)( + i’ (G(f(s, ))(s + Q - t)(& 0 
6 1 sup c,(lll(r - a9 )IlLlM~ - a, )llLl + llVllL1 
, r 
+ II IG(l(s, ))(s + a - t)l da ds 0 1-5 
’ + 
II 
= IG(l(s, ))(s + a - t)l da ds 
0 I 
s rc,(r)r + ; + 
stc,(r)r+~+tC* L L sr 
2 00 c c 
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(3 5) 
In the followmg step we show that K&t, ) E BC and cllKl(t, )Ilsc d r 
For 1 E M, 0 s t =S T and a < t (3 3) implies that 
’ clKKt, a)l c c(F(l(t - a, ))I f c I (GO& )(s + a - t)l ds 1-0 
c cc,(r)r + cTcZ 
In case u 2 t we use (3 2) to get 
clK(l(t, a)1 c cl&2 - t)l + c ’ (GW, ))(s + a - 01 6 
s Ildlc + ct cz ($;~(;+Tc~(;))rsr 
These estimates how that K&t, ) E 8 and /(K&t, )II, 6 r for all t E [0, r] In order to show 
that K maps M mto M it remains to check that the mapping t + Kl(t, ) 1s contmuous 
For 0 s t < t, C T we get 
(1) If 0 c a < t then 
lKl(t, a) - K&t,, a)/ s leAP (F(l(t - a, )I - 0&t, - a, 111 
+ oal 
I 
eA@-“)(G(l(s + t - a, )1(s) - G(@ + tI - a, ))(sNl ds 
S cl(r)lll(t - 6 1 - f(t, - a, *)lh~ 
+ (Ic-1 I 0 0 fII&s + t - u, ) - I(s + t, - u, )I] ds 
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(11) In case t S a < I,, then a similar estimate shows that 
bV, a) - KKt,, a)( 6 lrp(a - t) - rp(O)l 
+ I(@ - eA”) ul(O)l + c,(r)llrp - I(r, - a. Ill 
+ Ill(s + r - u, ) - I(s + tj - a. )/I ds 
(I-I 
+ 
i 0 
’ [l&s + cl - a, II ds 
0 
c2 ; 
(111) If f, 6 a then 
IKW, a) - K&t,, 41 = leA’[q$u - t) - v(u - t,)] 
+ (eA’ - @‘I) p(u - t,) 
I 
a 
+ e--5J G(l(s I- t - a, ))(s) cls 
cl-1 
i 
’ - eA(O-s) G(l(s + t, - a, ))(s) dsj 
a--I, 
s lp(u - t) - &a - t,)I + I(eA’ - eA’l) &a - t,)( 
+ aC2f 
i 0 IIE(s + f - a, ) - l(s + t, - a, )I1 ds 0-r r 
+ n c2 
I 0 *--I, 
f IINs + II - a, Ill ds 
Combmmg these estimates and recallmg that I(0, ) = p, q is uniformly continuous and the 
mapping s --, I(s, ) 1s contmuous from [0, r] to ;“r, we conclude that t + K&t, ) IS contmuous 
from [0, T] into BC 
In order to venfy that t + K&t, ) IS contmuous also from [0, T] mto L’ we note that for 
OstSt,sT 
I m IKl(t, a) - K&t,, a)( da *I 
S 
I 
= IeA’ rp(a - t) - &‘I rp(u - t,)( da 
fl 
’ &"-"G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) ds 
@"I-"'G(l(s, ))(s + a - r&is clu 
k&a + TV - t) - ~la)l da + I o’l(eA’ - eA”)p(a)l du 
))(s + a + t, - t) 
- eA”-‘G(l(s, ))(s + a)1 da d.s 
+ ))(s + a)[ da ds 
Then K maps M into M In the light of the above estimate It IS straight-forward to check that 
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K 1s a stnct contraction and hence K has a unique fixed pomt m M, which IS clearly the unique 
solution in C(0, T, 3) of (2 2) 
The contmuous dependence of the solutions upon the mltlal age dlstrlbutlons 1s established 
by the following proposltion 
PROFQSITION 3 2
Assume that (H2)-(H4) hold and let ~a, ye E 3 be such that ~(0) = F(v) and ~(0) = F(v) 
Suppose that 1 and I, are the correspondmg solutions of (3 1) on some internal [0, T] and choose 
I > 0 so that 
Then 
where M = 
1 
~(1 - cc,(r)) 
and w = 
c,(r) + (cz(r))/c 
1 - CC,(T) 
and c 1s chosen so that cc,(r) < 1 
Proof Put u(t) = max II&s, ) - l,(s, )I/, Then we get for all 0 6 t c T and a < t 
05SY3 
cl&r, a) - I,(r, a)1 s cclWll&r - a, ) - Mr - a, % 
i 
’ + CC*(~) Ilk ) - l,(s, III ds 
I-0 
s cc,WW + ck-) 
i 
‘lib, 1 - Us, III, ds 
0 
For a 3 r we obtain 
t&t, a) - M& a)( 6 ! lb - wll, + czW 1’ Ilk ) - l,(s, 111, ds 
0 
Slmllar to the estimate used m Proposltlon 3 1 we have 
a, ) - Fl,(r - a, )I da 
+ I/v, - wllc + ’ 
il 
7X (GW, ))(s + a - r) - G(l,(s, ))(s + u - r)I da ds 
0 ,--I 
6 c,(r) 
i 
‘II&s, 1 - I,(s, NILI ds + llvl - wllc 
0 
+ f CATI 1’ Ilk 1 - I,(s, III, ds 
0 
Combmmg these estimates we get 
110 ) - WY III, s I/v, - v/II, + cc,(rMr) + (c,(r) + 5 c?(r)) r II&S, ) - I,(s, )I/, ds 
0 
which implies that 
u(r) s 
1 
1 -cc,(r) 
lb - VII, + ( cl09 + f c2CrI) l u(s) dsj 
and Gronwall’s Lemma then yields the assertlon 
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An immediate consequence of Proposition 3 2 IS the uniqueness of the solutions, which 
we state as 
PROPOSITION 3 3 
Let (H2)-(H4) hold and let IJJ E ij be such that ~(0) = F(q) For any T > 0 there 1s at 
most one function 1 E C(0, T, 3) such that 1 is a solution of (3 1) on [0, T] 
We now estabhsh the “contmuatlon property” of the solutions of (3 1) 
PROFQSITION 3 4 
Let (H2)-(H4) hold and take 9 E jj such that v(O) = F(p) For T > 0 let I E C(0, T, 
3) be a solution of (3 1) Let f > 0 and i E C(0, ?, 2) be such that for 0 G t S ? 
i 
@ FP(t - a, ) + 
I 
0 eA’“_“G(i(S + t - a, ))(a) dS, 0 S a < f 
i(t, a) = 
0 
i 
’ &' 1(T, a - t) + eAcams)G(!(s + t - a, ))(s) ds, a 2 t 
n--1 
Define &t, ) = i(t - T, ) for T S t S T + ? Then 1 E C(0, T + ?, 3) and L satisfies 
(3 1) on [0, T + fi 
Proof Let T < t 6 T + ? We have to consider three possible cases For 0 S a < t - T 
we get 
I(t, a) = i(t - T, a) 
= @Fi(t - T - u, ) + 
I 
a eA(a-E)G(i(s + r - T - a, ))(s) ds 
0 
I 
’ = eA”Fl(t - a, ) + d’“-“G(l(s + t - a, ))(s) ds 
0 
For t - T S a < t we obtain 
l(t, a) = &t - T, a) = eA’Ienf(T, u - t + T) 
+ e-sJG(i(s + t 
= @(r-l7 &‘“-‘+7-JF(&t _ 
d’“-“G(l(s + I 
- T - a, ))(s) d.s 
a9 1) 
+ t - a, )1(s) ds 
1 
- a, ))(s) d.T 
= eA”Fl(t - a, ) + 
I 
a eA’“-“)G(l(s + t - a, ))(s) d.s 
0 
For a 2 t, finally, we get 
l(t, a) = i(t - T, a) = eA”-nl(T, a - t + T) 
I 
(1 
+ eA’“-“)G(i(s + t - T - a, ))(s) ds 
o-r+T 
= &O-n eA7fp(u - t) + 
[ I 
'-'+T &‘“-‘+T-3’G(l(~ + a - t, ))(s) ds 
L1--1 I 
I 
u 
+ eA’“-“‘G(l(s + t - a, ))(s) ds 
u-i+7 
' =-eAfy(u - t) + 
I 
eA'"-"G(l(s + t - u, ))(s) d.s 
(1-r 
Hence I(t, a) satisfies (3 1) for all t E [0, T + n and a 3 0 as claimed 
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The next result shows that the solutions of (3 1) may be contmued as long as they remam 
bounded 
PROPOSITION 3 5 
Let (H2)-(H4) hold and let p E 3 so that (~(0) = F(V) Let [O, fV) denote the maximal 
interval of existence of the solution of (3 l), that is, If 0 < 7’ < fV, there exist a (umque) 
1 E C(0, T, 2) satisfying (3 1) on [0, T] If ty, < m then hm sup Ili(t, )I[ = m 
r-+1@ 
Proof Suppose t, < m and there IS an R > 0 so that II&t, )\I c R for 0 s t < tq Putting 
r = 2R we see that II&I, )I] c 5 for these t and hence we can apply Propositions 3 1 and 3 4 
to continue the solution past t, m contrast to the defimtlon of mdxlmahty of [0, f& 
For blologlcal apphcatlons it 1s clear that the density 1( , ) should be a positive vector 
Accordingly, we assume that X IS a vector-lattice with positive cone denoted by X, (For 
elementary properties of vector lattices we refer the reader to [29] ) Let 3, denote the subset 
of 2 consisting of functions rp from [0, to) to X, We impose the following hypotheses 
(HS) A IS the mfmlteslmal generator of a posltlvity preserving Co-semigroup eA’, that IS, 
eA’(X+)CX+forraO 
(H6) (I) F maps %+ mto X,, (II) there is an mcreasmg function c, [0, ~0) + [0, 01) such that 
tf r > 0 and v E 3+ with [@ c I- then G(v) + cJr)y, E X, 
PROPOSITION 3 6 
Suppose that (H3), (H4), (H5), (H6) hold Then for any 9 E 3, so that p(O) = F(p) 
the correspondmg solution l(t, ) belongs to ;F+ for t E [0, r+,) 
Proof Let /[~I] s i and put A, = A - q(r)1 and G, = G + cJr)I Using the same kmd 
of argument as used m the proof of Proposition 3 1 we can show that there exists T > 0 and 
a unique fixed point 1, E C(0, T, ;F .> of the mapping K, M, --f M, defined by 
i 
i 
f 
eAl”Fl,(r - a, ) + eAl”-‘)G,(/,(s, ))(s + Q - t) ds, a<t 
I--u 
K,l,(t, a) = 
eAGp(a - t) + ’ eAI(‘-“G,(I,(s, ))(s + a - t) dr, a 3 t, 
when M, 1s the closed subset 
ii E CC4 T, %+)ll,(O, ) = ~1 and sup IlW9 -NC s 4 
O~ET 
and T 1s chosen so that 
and 
cc,(r) + T(c?(i) + c3(i)) < 1 
We must show that this I, is a solution also of (3 1) on [0, T] Since the solutions of (3 1) are 
unique by Proposltlon 3 3 and any mild solution IS also a weak solution, we see that I, satlsfles 
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D(l,(t, a), v) = (l,(t, ~1, ATv) 
-t (G,(l,(L ))(a), v) 
= (l,(t, a), A-v - c,(r)v) 
+ (G,(l,(t, ))(a) + cdr)l,(t, a), v> 
= NO, a), A*v) + (G(l,(t, ))(a), 4 
Hence, again by uniqueness of weak solutions, we have 1, = 1 on [0, T], that IS, 1 E G+ for 
these t as claimed One now uses PropositIon 3 4 to show that I(r, ) E 2, for all t E [0, tJ 
We remark now that the solutions of (3 1) can be associated with a nonlinear semigroup 
r(t), t 2 0 m 8 by 
for f E [O, t$ 
This semlgroup 1s defined on the subset of 3 given by 
c = ia, E 319(O) = F(9)) 
and it IS easy to venfy that we have 7’(0)9 = 9 for 9 E C, T(t + s)9 = T(t) T(s)9 for all 
9 E C, f, s 3 0, T(t)9 1s contmuous m t for each 9 E C, r(r)9 IS continuous m 9 for each 
fixed t 
We want to emphasize that m contrast to the usual theory of nonlinear semlgroups we do 
not start WI&I a given abstract Cauchy problem and try to Impose condltlons so that this problem 
generates a semigroup In fact, we actually amve at a semlgroup directly from (3 1) and we 
then have to investigate whether there exists an associated abstract Cauchy problem Moreover, 
we see that this semigroup T(t), r 2 0 satisfies for some M > 1 
and hence it IS not a contraction or qudsl-contraction semlgroup Consequently, almost all of 
the existing theory concemmg nonlinear semlgroups is not applicable to our sltuatlon These 
and related questlons ~111 be treated m detad m a forthcommg paper 
4 A CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE RESULT 
In this section we estabhsh the continuous dependence of the solutions of F, G, A and 9 
Given F, G, A and 9 we approximate them by sequences (F,), (G,), (A,) and (cp,), respectively 
In some instances it will be convement to denote G, F and A by G,,, F,, and A0 We now 
summanze the additional assumptions that are needed m this section 
(H7) There 1s an mcreasmg function c, [0, to) -+ IO, =) so that lF,(9,) - F,(rpJ( c 
c,(r)i9, - (0~11~1 for I19,11L1 Il~)~ll~~ s r and for all n = 0, 1, 
W3) There 1s an mcreasmg function c2 [O, cQ) --, IO, m) so that IlG(9,) - Gn(92>ll s
cAr)ll9, - 941 for 119111, 9211 s r and for all n = 0,1, 
(H9) F,(O) = 0, G,(O) = 0 for n = 0, 1, 
(HlO) (19, - 9II+ 0 as n + m and 9”(O) = F(9,), 9(O) = F(9) 
(Hl 1) The semigroups eAJ converge strongly to eA’ uniformly on bounded t-intervals (As a 
consequence, there are constants M 2 I and w so that IleAJ\I s Me”” for all n = 0, 
1, ) 
(H12) F,,9 + F9 for all 9 E 3, and G,9 + G9 for all 9 E 5 
THEOREM 4 1 
Let 1 be a solution of (2 l)-(2 3) and let I, be solutions of (2 l)-(2 3) with F, G, A, 9 
replaced by F,, G,, A,, 9,, on 10, T] If (H7)-(H12) hold, then 
sup hm llL(t, ) - 4t, Ill = 0 
05rr7 mm 
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To begin with we summmze some facts about the space ?? 
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LEMMA 4 1 
(1) For each ~1 E 3 we have hm p,(t) = 0 and the set {q(t)10 S t < co} IS precompact m 
I-= 
X 
(11) If f E C(0, T, ;5r), then the set S = {f(t)(a)lO S t 6 T, 0 S a C a} 1s precompact 
in X 
(m) If f E C(0, T, ;F), then for any E > 0 there 1s an a > 0 so that If(t)(a)l < E for all 
(t, a) E 10. rl x 1% 03) 
The proof of this lemma 1s quite elementary and will therefore be omitted 
Proof of Theorem 4 1 Without restnctlon of generality we assume o 3 0 The functions 
p, which will appear below depend on T, A,, qn, F,, G,, but not on (t, a) E [0, T] x [0, “) 
Moreover, they will satisfy hm p,(n) = 0 Recall that 
“-+P 
e”\+1,,( t - a, ) + 
Ut, a) = 
I 
e”-‘“nG,,(l,,(s, ))(s + u - t) ds, for act 
I_-(1 
e”\y,(u - t) + e”-‘“nG,,(l,(s, ))(s + a - t) ds for U3l 
In the followmg analysis we shall frequently use the fact that by (Hl l), we have hm elAnx = 
e% uniformly m t E [0, T] and uniformly m x as x ranges over a compact subset D of X 
We now ectlmate the &-norm of (l(t, ) - l,(t, )) m four steps 
Step 1 Let a < t Then 
J&t, a) - l,(t, a)( S jetiF&? - a, ) - e”4+,f,(t - a, )I 
/I 
’ + [e(‘-S)AG(I(S, ))(s + A - t) - ec’-S)AnG,,(ln(s, ))(s + a - t)] ds 
1-0 
= I + II 
We fmd 
I S I(e* - edn)Fl(t - a, )I + le”n[Fl(t - a, ) - F,f(t - u, )]I 
+ (e”An[F,,f(t - a, 1 - FJ,(r - a, III 
The set {F(l(s, ))ls E [O, T]} 1s compact m 5 Consequently there exists p, such that 
j(e*fi - ed)F&t - a, 1)( S p,(n) 
with p1 independent of (t, a) E [0, T] x [0, w) Similarly the set {l(s, )js E [0, T]} 1s compact 
m 2, and therefore there exists p2 such that 
)e*+Ff(t - a, 1 - Fn&t - a, )I) d p,(n), 
again with pz independent of (t, a) E [0, r] x [0, 33) We find for I that 
I c p,(n) + p?(n) + Me’“‘c,(C(t))Jll(t - a, ) - In(f - a, )llLl 
The term II 1s bounded next 
II S 
I 
,‘, I(e”-“” _ e(‘-SUn)G(f(S, ))(s + a - t)I ds 
+ 
I 
,l, (e”-‘“n(G(l(s, ))(s + a - r) - G,(l(s, ))(s + a - t)l ds 
+ 
I 
,‘_, le”-“An(G,,(l(s, ))(s + a - t) - G,(l,(s, ))(s + a - t)l ds 
(4 1) 
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By Lemma 4 1 (11) the set Z 
there exists p7 such that 
= {G(l(s, ))(r)ls E [O. Tl, s E [O, x)} 1s precompact and hence 
I (es* for all Y E Z 
with ~3 independent of (s, X) x [O, rl x 2 We therefore have 
II 6 pj(n) + 
i 
’ Mew(r-sJ IIG(h, )I - G,(l(s, ))I1 ds 
0 
+ 
I 
’ &feW(‘-S) dW))ll&~, 1 - I”(S, )I1 d.s 
t--u 
i 
’ c PDF) + p,(n) + Me’““-“c?(C(t))t(l(s, ) - l,,(s, )I( ds 
I--u 
(4 2) 
for an appropnately defined ps 
Step 2 Let a 3 t Then 
Il(t, a) - I,(t, a)1 S jedrp(a - t) - e”‘y,(a - t)[ 
+ d le(‘-SIAG(l(s, ))(s + a - t) 
I 
-e(‘-sMnGn(ln(S, ))(s + a - t)I ds = III + IV 
For term III we have the followmg estimate 
III s le’Ap(a - t) - e%p(a - t)( 
+ FAn(cp(a - t) - v,(a - t))I c p,(n) + ,4(n), (4 3) 
where ps satisfies 
P%(s) - e’*nrp(s) I G pdn) 
uniformly m (t, a) E [0, T] x [0, 30) Here 
p6 1s guaranteed by (H 10) 
As for IV we find 
IV =S 
I d I(e”-“A - 
e”-‘“m)G(l(s, 
le”-“An(G(l(s, ))(s + 
we used Lemma 4 I (I) and (Hl l), existence of 
))(s + (I - t)( ds 
a - t) - G,(l(s, ))(s + a 
+ : le(‘-s’A~(Gn(l(s, ))(s + I a - r) - G,(l,(s, ))(s + a 
=s T/%(n) + I ’ MeU('-')(IG(l(s, )) - G,(l(s, ))\I ds 0 
I ’ + Me”“‘- \) C,(C(O)ll4~, 1 - AAS, NI d.s 0 
- 
- 
s Tpdn) + p4(n) + I ‘Me ‘I’(‘-“c2(C(t))(ll(s. 1 - I,,(s, III ds II (4 4) 
We next estimate the correspondmg L’-norms 
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Step 3 Let a < t, then 
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J&t, a) - Z,(t, a)( da s 
I 
’ (e&F&t - a, ) - e*nF,f,(t - a, )( ds 
I I 
+ 
II 
(e+k(l(s, ))(s + a - t) 
cl I-0 
- e”-“‘*~G,(f,,(s, ))(s + a - t)l ds da = V + VI 
For V we find 
V s d J(e”’ - 
I 
e”n)Fl(t - a, )I da 
+ d Je”n[Ff(t - a, ) - F,l(t - a, )I[ da 
i 
+ d (e&n[F,l(t - a, 
i 
) - F,A(t - a, )I[ &J 
=s Tip,(n) + p,(n)1 + 
i 
‘Me”c,(C(t))lll(t - a, ) - l,(t - a, &.I da (4 5) 
0 
We turn to VI 
VI s 
il 
d ,‘, \(ecr-sH - e(‘-S)An)G(l(s, ))(s + A - t)l ds da 
+ 
il 
d ,‘. \e(r-s)An(G(l(s, ))(s + a - t) - G,(l(s, ))(s + a - t))\ ds da 
I I 
+ H I e(‘-SVIn(G,(&s, ))(s + a - t) - G,(l,,(s, ))(s + a - t)l ds da 
Jo Jr-, 
, I 
s Ppp,(n) + 
ii 
MeU(‘-s)\G(l(s, *))(s + a - t) 
0 I--s 
- G,(hs, ))(s + a - t))l da ds 
I , 
+ 
II 
Me’“(‘-S’[G,(l(s, +))(s + a - t) - G,(l,,(s, ))(s + u 
0 r-5 
c T2p,(n) + 
I 
‘Me (“(‘-W(l(s, )I - G,(l(s, ))llrl ds 
+ 1 Me’“(‘-x) j_. iG,(&s, ))(s + a - t) - G,,(L(s, ))(s + a 
c Rm) + p,(n) 
iG,(&s, ))(a) - GAlAs, ))(a)1 da ds 
t)l da ds 
t)I dads 
(4 6) 
where IO Mer”c’-s) IIG(&s, )) - G,(&s, ))llLl ds S p,(n), uniformly in t E 10, r] 
Step 4 For a 2 t we have 
I 
x jeVLyl(a - t) - e”yn(a - t)I da 
I 
= i 
+ 
il 
le(‘-SMG(l(s, ))(s + a - t) - e”-““nG,(l,(s, ))(s + a - t)) ds da 
f 0 
= VII + VIII 
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The first term 1s easily estimated from above by 
VII s p,(n) + Me% - v),,IIL~, (4 7) 
for some appropnately defined p, 
The estimate of VIII IS more tedious 
e”-‘“n)G(l(s, ))(s + a - r)l ds da 
a - r) - G,,(l(s, ))(s + a - r)( ds da 
+ (ecr-E)An(G,,(f(s, ))(s + a - f) - G,,(l,(s, IIts + a - t))( ds da 
s p,(n) + ’ 1-i m Me""-')IG(f(s, ))(s + a - r) - G,(f(s, ))(s + u - t)( da d$ 0 I 
+ Me”(‘-S)(G,(I(s, ))(s + a - t) - G,(l,(s, ))(s + a - r)/ da ds, 
for some appropnately defined ps Here we used Fubml’s theorem for the second two Integrals 
For product measurablhty of (s, a) + G,(&s, ))(s + a - r) we refer to ([8], p 198) We 
finally get 
jC(k, ))(s + a) - G,(l(s, ))(s + a)1 da ds 
iG,(Ks, l)(u) - G,,(l,,(s, ))(u)l da ds 
S y,(n) + I ’ Me’“(‘-J) IIG(4s, 1) - G,tRs, ))lL,l ds 
+ j; Me”*‘-:: J1 IG,(h ))(a) - G,(L(s, ))(a)1 da ds 
S p,(n) + p,(n) + ji hfe’U(‘-‘) 1 IG,(KJ> )) - G,,(~(.Y, ))(a)] da ds (4 8) 
Let MeCUT = ,u, and L < mm 
[l’,i,,] 
We summarize the eshmates (4 1)-(4 8) in 
Ill(r, 1) - f,(r, 011, S max (I, T’) cp,(n) + c&n) 
+ sup ~,m,(C(r))ll4r - a, 1 - L(r - u, & 
O-35, 
+ 2cpdn) + 2cp,(n) + tlu ’ c&C(t))lll(s, ) - MS III ds 
+ c/%(n) + q%(n), 
[p,(n) + p,(n)] + ,U 
I 
’ c,(C(r))lll(t - J, 1 - LO - s, )ILJ ds 
II 
+ p7(n) + r4llo - %IlL’ 
+ p?(n) + Q%(n) + /h(n) + p I ’ cdC(r)Ms, 1 - MS, Ill ds 0 
c 2 max (I, T’) f: p,(n) + ,U[C ,(C(T)) 
,=I 
+ cdCCT,,l I ’ lll(~, 1 - f,,(s, )II, ds 0 
+ c,m,(C(T)) sup II&t - U, ) - I,,(t - CL NILI 
,,- u- I 
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Now define L,(t) = sup 11&r, ) - f,(r, )II, We get L,(t)(l - cpc,(C(T))) S 2 xy=, 
p,(n) + p[c,(C(T)) + c,(C(r))] J$ L,(s) ds and hence Gronwall’s Lemma now implies the 
claim 
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